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• SCF as an innovation

• What is the level of adoption in Australia

• Role of software in communication 
process



Three phases of SCFThree phases of SCF

• 1 Sceptical
• 2 Enthusiastic adoption
• 3a Mature - SCF helps us decide which 

way to lean not jump.
• 3b Cynical rejection

• May be intelligent non-adoption or        
diss-adoption. 



What do we want farmers to adopt?What do we want farmers to adopt?

• Better management of climate risk

• Appropriate confidence in SCF as a tool



David Cash & William Clarke David Cash & William Clarke –– JFK JFK 
school of Government, Harvard.school of Government, Harvard.

• Salience – is the SCF relevant to my 
decision context

• Credibility – does the SCF have 
credibility- would peer climate scientists 
agree – is there demonstrable skill.

• Legitimacy – whose interests were at the 
table when the SCF was developed and 
communicated



Adoption of InnovationsAdoption of Innovations

• An innovation is a new idea, practice or 
object that presents an individual with a 
new way of solving a problem.

• SCF must add new information at the right 
time for a real problem



The problem The problem –– decision making decision making 
under uncertainty under uncertainty 

• The optimum stocking rate, fertiliser rate, 
area planted can be strongly influenced by 
climate. 

• The decision is  usually made prior to the 
season so farmers are allocating 
resources (eg fertiliser) for an unknown 
demand.



A long wait for A long wait for SCFsSCFs
– As old as agriculture

– “when more records are available, an 
accurate forecast can probably be made for a 
considerable period in advance. Needless to 
say, when that time arrives, it will be possible 
to greatly reduce, or even entirely prevent, the 
now constantly recurring losses in stock and 
crops - John Barling, after the 1902 El Nino 
(Agricultural Gazette)



The innovation: uncertain but skilful The innovation: uncertain but skilful 
forecastsforecasts

• Information - outlooks – guidance - risk 
assessments 

• Agricultural advisers are used to dealing with 
innovations that have 95% confidence intervals



Fooled by RandomnessFooled by Randomness

• Humans are not good intuitive statisticians
• We are probability blind - we find it hard to 

think of alternative futures much less 
alternative histories.

• Survivorship bias - careful on case studies 
of decision makers that destocked heavily 
at the start of 2002 
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If_Then_ElseIf_Then_Else

• IF the season is going to be dry - THEN
plant wheat & chickpeas ELSE - canola

• If the end point is better risk management, 
misunderstanding forecasts as categorical 
will result in poorer risk management than 
if people never heard of the forecast



Why we need probabilitiesWhy we need probabilities

• 1. It is honest to be clear about the 
uncertainties.

• Laplace “Probability refers in part to our 
knowledge and in part to our ignorance”

• 2. Probabilities encourage risk 
management

• The belief in, and acceptance of, a range 
of alternative outcomes.



Communicating probability is hardCommunicating probability is hard

• “Farmers have said they want to 
know whether it is likely to be dry, 
wet or average, not whether there 
is a 60% chance of getting 40% of 
the average rainfall”

• Mumbling so that can never be 
wrong





However …....However …....

• People deal with uncertainty all the time -
buy shares, get married, live on fault line, 
plant crops, buy cattle

• Is it that people are not used to hearing 
about uncertainty from scientists ?







What to do with an innovationWhat to do with an innovation

• An innovation presents uncertainty – is it 
appropriate for my long term self interest 
to adopt or reject ?

• I might seek information, trial, wait and see  
or adopt with the option of future rejection



Perceived Relative AdvantagePerceived Relative Advantage

– The degree to which an innovation is 
perceived as better than the idea it 
supersedes

– by far and away the most important factor 
explaining the adoption of innovations. People 
might over adopt (fad) or under adopt – but in 
the end tend to do what is appropriate for their 
long term self interest.

– This is difficult to demonstrate for a 
probabilistic seasonal climate forecast – but 
we can do a better job



Attributes of agricultural innovationsAttributes of agricultural innovations
• Compatibility

– the extent to which an innovation is consistent with existing 
knowledge and practices within a given farming system

- SCF are best presented in context (rather than isolated from) 
current conditions – standing feed or stored soil water or break of 
season

• Complexity
– degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult 

to understand and use’ (Rogers 2003).
-Categorical SCF would be simpler – but everything should be 

made as simple as possible but no simpler (Einstein)



Attributes of agricultural innovationsAttributes of agricultural innovations
• Trialibility

– the extent to which an innovation can be 
implemented on a limited basis.

• Observability
– innovations more readily observed allow for a 

greater flow of information about their 
performance. 

– SCF are difficult to trial and observe – but this 
is where time series (BoM website, Rainman) 
and simulation modelling is powerful 



Aware of SCF Aware of SCF (AFFA 2002 survey n=1500 ?)(AFFA 2002 survey n=1500 ?)

• 75% of producers aware
• 59% of those aware of SCF take them into 

account making decisions on the farm.
• 75% X 59% = 44% of farmers
• Sugar cane growers utilise these forecasts the 

most (74%) while sheep producers use forecasts 
the least (51%). 

• Vegetable growers were the least likely sector to 
be aware of these forecasts.



Bureau of Met survey Bureau of Met survey (n = 660. 2002 )(n = 660. 2002 )

• 49% of respondents used SCF. Highest in 
Qld 60% and NSW 57%. 

• Higher in cotton 67%, cattle 54% and cane 
53% 

• Lowest in Vegetable production 34% and 
Viticulture 24%



Reasons for not using SCFReasons for not using SCF
(AFFA survey)(AFFA survey)

• 76% forecasting is not reliable; 
• 12% indicated the weather is not a priority 

or essential for the farm’s operation 
• 9% claimed weather patterns are 

impossible to predict; and 
• 8% said the climate is more consistent / 

reliable in their area. 



Reasons for not using SCF Reasons for not using SCF 
((BoM BoM survey 2002)survey 2002)

• Not accurate 61%
• Not relevant to my industry 17% 
• Didn’t know they existed - 3%
• Not detailed enough 2%



Some final observations on Some final observations on 
adopters/non adoptersadopters/non adopters

• Because risk has a social and 
psychological context – some risks are ok 
while others are not…climate happens

• People worry about loss more than gain 
eg buying feed in 1997 El Nino



The use of computers to aid farm The use of computers to aid farm 
managementmanagement

• Promising past – late 80s to early 90s 
limit was seen to be software, hardware & 
grey ware

• Disappointing present – high ownership 
of computers but use as communication 
tool & record keeping

• Uncertain future – Use by intermediaries, 
university training & maybe farmers 
through mobile phones 



Three phases of Industrial Three phases of Industrial 
RevolutionRevolution

• Machines that extend human muscle

• Machines that extend human nervous 
system

• Machines that extend human mind



Three phases of Industrial Three phases of Industrial 
RevolutionRevolution

• Machines that extend human muscle
Farm mechanisation - tractors

• Machines that extend human nervous 
system Communication technology – mobile phones, 
faxes and internet

• Machines that extend human mind
Computerised Decision aids 



25 years of DSS25 years of DSS

• As a field of agricultural research, DSS 
work is in a state of crisis.…As laudable as 
the idea of computerised scientific tools to 
aid farmers’ decision making may be to 
some researchers, persistent lack of 
demand by farmers for DSS cannot be 
ignored. McCown, Hochman and 
Carberry 2002.  Ag Systems Vol 74
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Complex 
models
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Water use = rain - ro 
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Simple models

Complex 
models

Production related to rainfall

Production related 
to water use

Water use = rain - ro 
- drain - soil water

+ temperature

+ radiation

+ crop stage

+ nutrition + erosion

Simulation models

Rainman

Howwet? 
Howoften?

Flowercalc

Pycal

Wheatman

Whopper cropper



“on all plots dry weather is generally “on all plots dry weather is generally 
beneficial”  beneficial”  

Fisher (1925)Fisher (1925)

• Rothamsted  
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Simple models

Complex 
models

Explanatory 
Power

Transparency Flexibility



DSS in DSS in drylanddryland farming as a Rosetta farming as a Rosetta 
stone between farmer and scientiststone between farmer and scientist

• Attempt to understand and intervene in farmers 
management of risk

• Put down some of the biological complexity 
along side the economic and social complexity

• To learn about tactical decisions – including 
flatness of response (an insight from hard not 
soft systems analysis).

• To develop simplicity on the far side of 
complexity


